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, winrar also not working mordonez: No,.rar are just file formats (like.jpg). They are not
archival formats like zip. rar doesn't care whether the content is.zip or.rar, or even a mix of

both, or even one file inside.rar and another inside.zip. join #ubuntu-pt celso_: /join #ubuntu-
br .rar files are just archival file formats, not a compression format Jordan_U: Okay, so I am
using Ubuntu 14.04 with a an zsh shell. I have that.rar file in the same location as the.zip file.

So, the.zip and.rar are both on the same location and on the same drive. mordonez: What is the
exact command you're running, and what is the exact output you're getting? Jordan_U: I am

using a zip command, and the output is: "Uncompressing.zip archive: 7k/
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